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Red Ribbons

America’s Modern Wild West
By James McGuire
Red Ribbons was inspired by A Campbell

Banks are similar to a leprechaun, as the leprechaun placed a red ribbon on every tree to
hide the “Pot of Gold”; the banks red ribbons of words conceal the truth. “Mortgage,
mortgage note, assignment, conveyance, transfer, Indorser, Indorsee, grantor, grantee,
transferor, transferee, tangible, intangible, UCC and a host of additional words operate as the
banks red ribbons.”
One source, Huffington Post1, reported that federal audits noted the banks may have
violated the Civil War era, False Claims Act.
This author has to wonder if the banks learned their method of deception from the outback
kangaroos of Australia. A Joey2, the baby, must be really confused knowing that his dad is
known by several names, “Jack, Buck or Boomer” and the mom is known as a “Jill, Flyer or
Doe,” and they live in groups known as “Mobs.”
Remarkable, a kangaroo cannot move backwards once it has leapt beyond somewhere. In
the world of violating laws, the banks have an issue; they leaped into an area where they
believed the people would not look! This author was taught at a young age, “Look before
you Leap.”
There are many pro bank law firms attempting to red ribbon the truth from the people, law
enforcement and the courts, but the number of ribbon removers is increasing exponential
on a daily basis.
Buzzards’ will prey upon a dead carcass, the banks prey upon the living.
Both will puke on you if confronted!

Elections are in 2012, Vote Greed Out
1

Confidential Federal Audits Accuse Five Biggest Mortgage Firms Of Defrauding Taxpayers [EXCLUSIVE]
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/16/foreclosure-fraud-audit-false-claims-act_n_862686.html
2
http://www.kangaroofacts.net/
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Blue Ribbon Blue’s
Blue or Red – Law or Lawlessness
By James McGuire

The Blue Laws were originally written to enforce religious standards1. One has to
wonder, as most Blue Laws have been repealed or are unenforced, can the people can rely upon
self governance?
Blue is a color of perception2, in Greek mythology, Zeus was to have cried rain when he
was sad. Mariners of the past, sailing on deepwater sailing ships flew blue flags when the ship
lost its captain. In the English language, the term blue could also refer to a person who is feeling
sad.
Red can be associated with; sin, guilt, pain, passion, blood, and anger3 and in the
contrary; courage and sacrifice.
As one purchased and planted tomato seeds, one would expect red tomatoes at harvest.
So, why would one not be alarmed when they discovered they actually grew purple prunes? The
person defines their own character of the soul. Will courage and sacrifice guide the soul or will
the person sacrifice their soul and attempt to convey the purple prunes to a purchaser who really
wanted purple shelled peas? Maybe we should consider a Purple Prune Ribbon award to those
that convince one peer’s, from the onset, intentions where to sell something purple.
Man’s Laws are black and white. God’s laws are absolute. Mix black and white, you get
a grey. Mix red and blue you get purple. Attempt to mix any of God’s laws and you have eternal
damnation.
Luke 11 – 52: Woe unto you, lawyers! for ye have taken away the key of knowledge…

Moral of the Story
You cannot grow rhubarbs from marshmallow seeds.

1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue
3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red#Sin.2C_guilt.2C_pain.2C_passion.2C_blood.2C_and_anger
2
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Blood and Money
Blood is Red – Money is Green
By James McGuire
(For DV, wherever he may be)

As one can’t grow rhubarbs from marshmallow seeds, one can’t squeeze money
out of a turnip. Over the millennia, the money changers have planted the seeds of
green within the laws of all lands which allowed the marshmallows to sprout roots,
now; marshmallows can suck the blood out of turnips.
The long short, many of today’s complex financial instruments were designed for
one reason and one reason only; a method and means to allow for more blood
sucking of money from the people. These puffed up marshmallow blood suckers
could careless the money source, housing, 401(k), public retirement funds,
institutional or private investors.
Greed laws offer illusion to the judiciary that justice is being executed in
accordance to the best interest of the people when opining against the people.
Herein, the judiciary is fanning the fire to cook the wieners of the people while the
marshmallow avoids roasting.
In short order, why is the judiciary oblivious to the crimes? Ignorance? Lack of
Understanding? Disbelief?
In the long order, will the judiciary pursue actions against those whole took the
judiciaries retirement? Will it be ignorance, lack of understanding or disbelief?
Guess it’s better to be late than never!

Good Morning you’re Honor, how is the turnip picking today?
Vote Greed Out in 2012
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White Collar Ribbons
Mammon Inside – God Outside
By James McGuire

Common sense tells you; nothing can grow from a marshmallow seed. So, why is
it so hard for many in the judiciary to discern the truth? The hard dollars taken
from the people are not just electronic numbers in a ledger; these hard dollars
represent the blood, sweat, and tears of the people.

“Helium Accounting”
Simple mathematics provides the understanding. The current and future earnings of
the people limit the amount of hard money that can exist. Reviewing historical
data, e.g. 1900 forward, reflects that population, gross domestic products and the
dollar value grew at an annual rate of 3-5%. In the earlier days of securitization,
60’s, 70’s and 80’s, the ratio of 3-5% was still pretty well the norm.
Financial returns on this limited 3-5% were stifling the greed for more income. As
gambling was highly regulated, teams of learned person’s succeeded in getting
people to believe exotic derivatives, horse race bets, were actually mechanically
sound financial instruments; I wanna hedge my horse in the 5th at “Greed Downs.”
Here, neither the better or bettee had a hard dollar invested, win or lose; the profits
or loss was recorded in electronic dollars.
Here the sod thickens; the financial institutions having control over the electronic
accounting machines, would record this nearly created electronic dollar in a
pumpkins name, for a fee of course.
Greed provided the mechanism for perpetuating the electronic fraud. Farmer
Spinach looking to increase his hard earned dollar invested in the pumpkin’s
electronic dollar balloon machine not knowing they were actually investing in
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printed accounting numbers on a helium balloon. Just like all Ponzi schemes, the
balloon will eventually pop. The original font size on the balloon was 10, as more
electronic money was created and the balloon increased in size, the font size would
increase. The mass of the balloon’s skin stayed the same, the thickness of the
balloon’s skin decreased. The balloon’s skin was that of the hard earned dollars.
The helium was that of turnip gas, oops sorry, electronic dollars.
Now that the marshmallow troops have gobbled up all the hard dollars and the
Ponzi scheme is unraveling, the greeder’s fear that that will lose all of their gas
money and attempt to blame all others.
The people do not need the electronic dollar for they are the makers of the hard
dollar. Those few million that depend on helium are the ones pleading for
unjustified help. “Save Me”, my criminal enterprise is about to be flooded out,
please close the floodgates or I will stomp your tomatoes.
The people will have to suffer the loss of the hard dollar. In this author’s opinion,
the greatest fear for banks is; losing the power. Without power, they banks cannot
keep the people in servitude. If the people are no longer in servitude, the banks
would no longer have the means to suck money from the turnips.
This author has personally gotten more than one “kangaroo in the head light look”
from those in the judiciary, maybe, just maybe, the courts will wake up and see not
only are they doing injustice to the people, but in the long run, injustice to
themselves.

It does not matter what collar you wear, what robe you wear.
Justice is Justice and Injustice should be a Crime!
Remember, Vote in 2012
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Green Ribbon Deception
Sassafras
By James McGuire

When comparing the black and blue egg shape fruit of the sassafras to a turnip, we find both
could grow from the spoils of the earth1. Upon inspecting the American greenback, (the dollar),
we noticed that the back of the bill has only green printed on a white background while the front
of the bill has black and green printed on a white background. Colors of a rainbow can be found
on the front and back of currency printed by other nations. Regardless of the many colors or the
lack of, nobody has yet to find the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. Is it illusion or
disillusion?
In the very early days of television, people believed they would have to accept that green was
going to be a part of the TV viewing pleasure. As science progressed, black and white became
prevalent but color was on the horizon. Most persons dream in color2 but due to poor memory
recall; color fades away and eventually the dream itself fades away and hopefully, the person
awakes to the reality of a black and white world. But, visions of the green dollar have not faded.
In marshmallow dreamland, the marshmallow storm trooper needs to know only how to create
colored turnip gas from a black and blue sassafras egg. The magical marshmallow leprechauns
create pots of gold from many different colored onion skins and many have cried from peeling
off the first few layers of the onion and finding only reminisce of rhubarb gas, not only was the
no more onion to peel, there was not even a turnip, nor that of any colored money or greenbacks.

Spontaneous combustion3!
“Spontaneous combustion is a type of combustion which occurs without an
external ignition source. It is usually a slow process that can take several hours of
decomposition/oxidation with heat building up to a point of ignition. and it makes
things go boom boom”

Turnip gas and the people as an external source of ignition;
“boom boom” coming!
1

Earth gets spoils of animal composting, http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/environment/2011-02-23compostinganimals23_ST_N.htm
2
http://www.dreammoods.com/reference/faq.htm#blacknwhite
3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_combustion
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